
MeterRing MM is one of the few 
truly integrated aM&T packages. 
It offers end-to-end functionality in 
a single product, and is suitable for 
sites of all types and sizes.
Well-proven across hundreds of installations, MeterRing 
MM utilises Elcomponent’s wide range of Automatic Meter 
Reading (AMR) hardware to provide reliable and cost-
effective AMR functionality in virtually  
all environments.

The software handles all data collection and storage duties 
as well as providing very comprehensive M&T functionality 
delivered via a friendly and intuitive user-interface. It uses 
MS SQL as its primary database and is therefore instantly 
compatible with most IT environments. It is available in a 
number of different packages to suit all applications and 
budgets, and represents excellent value for money at  
all levels.

Flexible, cost-effective aM&T
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Contact us for more information and enquiries:

DATA COLLECTION

MeterRing MM gives you the choice when it comes to 
data collection. It interfaces seamlessly with all our AMR 
hardware to ensure that the system as a whole delivers 
the highest possible performance and reliability at the 
lowest possible cost.

It’s compatible with our Ethernet, VHF & UHF radio, 
RS485 and GSM/GRPS networks, all of which have been 
fully tested across many different applications.

Most AMR systems benefit from the use of a combination 
of technologies to deliver the most cost effective 
performance, and MeterRing is ideal in this respect as it 
can be configured to suit the application, rather than the 
other way around!

FULL  M&T FUNCTIONALITY

MeterRing has won many plaudits for its exceptionally 
intuitive user interface, but this doesn’t mean that it’s a 
basic package. Far from it in fact, as it offers a full suite of 
M&T functions including:

•  Flexible graphic data browsing
•  On board tariff package
•  Carbon calculation
•  Full alarm suite including profile alarms
•  SMS & e-mail messaging
•  Tenant billing option
•  Flexible KPI calculator package
•  Web upgrade option

wEB UPGRADE

MeterRing also combines with our web-based ‘MeterWeb’ 
software to provide a full ‘Enterprise’ package for sub-
metering multiple sites, or adding a web interface to a 
site based aM&T system. With MeterRing handling the 
data collection and transfer duties the user gets the best 
of both worlds. A reliable AMR package with a powerful 
site based M&T interface, as well as a web-based package 
providing energy, carbon, and cost information tailored for 
users at every level within the organisation.


